Effects of neocortical implants of cobalt and other seizure-inducing metals on brain C-14 2-deoxyglucose uptake.
Nine days after insertion of a pure cobalt metal rod into the visual cortex, regions of increased 2-DG uptake are observed both in relatively normal Nissl-staining tissue lying around the implant site and in the connecting dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus. These hypermetabolic regions have been claimed to be the metabolic 'signatures' of tissue made epileptogenic by the cobalt. The present study showed, however, that while the 'dark patches' develop following posterior cortex implants, they do not appear after anterior cortex cobalt implants. Moreover, the dark patches were not detectable after cortical implants of other seizure-inducing metals such as antimony and nickel. These new findings indicate that the dark patches occur too idiosyncratically to make them the metabolic 'signatures' of tissue made epileptic by cobalt.